Full Automatic Powder Packing Machine

Scope of application

This Powder Packing Machine is widely applied for food, pharmaceutical, and chemical products in mesh size range from 120 to 400, such as milk powder, soya powder, cosmetic powder, slimming tea, medical powder and so on.

Yishan automatic packing machine Main features:

1. Automatic finish weighting, bag-making, filling, sealing, cutting, counting, lot number and so on;

2. Automatic control system matches all the programs, this system can alternate the length of bag, thus it is easy and precise;

3. With photo electric tracer to better detect the color point on the bag

4. The length of bag and bag packing speed can be alternated by chain-gear step speed regulation without changing spare parts;
5. Unique embedded mouth sealing, enhanced hot sealing mechanism, intelligent temperature control by temperature controller, featuring good heat balance suits various packaging material with good performance, low noise, clear sealing texture and strong sealing performance;

6. The machine use screw to measure;

Go Url, get Powder Packing Machine price


SUPPLIER

LIAOYANG YISHAN MACHINERY IMP. & EXP. CO., LTD

Address 68-13 Shengli Yayuan, Shengli Road, Baita District, Liaoyang City
Contact Person Mark Bai
Mobile Number 13500499111
Email yishanequipment@gmail.com

For more details, please visit https://indiabusinesstoday.in/detail/liaoyang-yishan-machinery-imp-exp-co-ltd-